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Abstract. Given a 3D binary digital image I, we deﬁne and compute
an edge-weighted tree, called Homological Region Tree (or Hom-Tree,
for short). It coincides, as unweighted graph, with the classical Region
Adjacency Tree of black 6-connected components (CCs) and white 26-
connected components of I. In addition, we deﬁne the weight of an edge
(R,S) as the number of tunnels that the CCs R and S “share”. The
Hom-Tree structure is still an isotopic invariant of I. Thus, it provides
information about how the diﬀerent homology groups interact between
them, while preserving the duality of black and white CCs.
An experimentation with a set of synthetic images showing diﬀerent
shapes and diﬀerent complexity of connected component nesting is per-
formed for numerically validating the method.
Keywords: Binary 3D digital image · Region Adjacency Tree ·
Combinatorial topology · Homological Spanning Forest
1 Introduction
A classic scheme in most image understanding algorithms always includes two
important initial steps: (a) [segmentation] partition into regions and (b) [region
connectivity representation] data structure specifying the connectivity relation-
ships between the regions of this segmentation.
The vast majority of the region connectivity representations used are based
on the mathematical concept of graph. The most notorious example of this
kind of representation is the region adjacency graph (RAG, for short) [23]. The
reasoning used in RAG is based on two topological properties: adjacency and
inclusion. In the case of 3D digital images, the most usual adjacency relationships
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between cubical voxels employed to be extended in determining edges of the
region adjacency graph are 6, 18 and 26-adjacencies. Two cubical voxels are
6, 18 or 26-adjacent if they share a common face, edge, or vertex. To prevent
topological paradoxes and, at the same time, to beneﬁt from strong topological
duality properties, we specify 6-adjacency between black voxels and 26-adjacency
between white voxels or, in other words, we use a (6, 26)-image.
In order to exclusively highlight the ambient isotopic property “to be sur-
rounded by” (inclusion) as an adjacency relationship between regions or bound-
aries of regions, the notion of Region-Adjacency Tree (or RAG tree, for short)
(also called homotopy tree, inclusion tree or topological tree) was created [23,24].
Restricted to binary 2D digital images, the RAG tree contains all the homo-
topy type information of the foreground (FG) (black object according to our
convention) but the converse is, in general, not true [24]. Aside from image
understanding applications [5], RAG trees have encountered exploitation niches
in geoinformatics, computer aided design, rendering, dermatoscopics image, bio-
metrics,... [1,4–6].
Focusing on homotopy-based representation models of digital objects and
images, there are numerous works that arise from sources of digital topology
(for instance, [14]), continuous or cellular topology [16] and nD shape search [3]
with three clearly diﬀerentiated notions: Reeb graphs [7], skeletons [2,12] and
boundary representations [17].
Given a binary 3D digital image I, an edge-weighted graph structure, called
Homological Region Tree (Hom-Tree, for short), which, as unweighted graph,
coincides with the classical Region Adjacency Tree of black 6-connected compo-
nents and white 26-connected components of I I. The weight of an edge (R,S)
is the number of tunnels that the CCs R and S of opposite color “share” (that
is, those whose have a same root node).
The unique Hom-Tree representation is computed here from a complete and
ﬂexible homotopy model for I (considered as a cubical complex) called Homo-
logical Spanning Forest (or HSF, for short) [9,18,19]. Seen as segmentations, the
Hom-Tree can be obtained from the topological “over-segmentation” HSF, via
a suitable region merging. The elementary merging operation involves two cells
of dimensions diﬀering in one and can be redeﬁned as homotopy operations on
the cell complex analogous of I [15].
The contribution of this paper relies on the deﬁnition of the compact Hom-
tree data structure and of its topological properties. In particular, following
[13], two nD pictures are topologically equivalent iﬀ their rooted RAG trees
are isomorphic, where the background (BG) deﬁnes the root for both pictures.
Within the context of 3D binary digital images, Hom-Tree appears to be one tool
allowing to coherently deﬁne a new reﬁned notion of nD topological equivalence.
The paper has the following sections. Section 2 is devoted to recall the
machinery for computing the structures needed for HSF construction. Next, an
algorithm for constructing a Hom-Tree from a HSF structure is showed in Sect. 3.
Section 4 is devoted to an experimentation with a set of synthetic images showing
diﬀerent shapes and diﬀerent complexity of connected component nesting for
numerically validating the method. Finally, the conclusions are summarized.
2 HSF Structure Seen as an Over-Segmentation
In this section, we recall the constituting parts of a HSF representation of I and
stress its close relationship with the Euler numbers of the CCs of I. For technical
details of the algorithm for constructing a HSF structure, see [9,21].
From now on, when we refer to a digital image I or digital object S ⊂ I,
it can be indistinctly understood as a spatial matrix linked to a cubical grid
or as a ﬁnite abstract cubical complex (homotopically equivalent to the semi-
continuous analog of I or S). Let us recall that an abstract cell complex (ACC)
is a particular locally ﬁnite space in which a dimension is deﬁned for each cell
and each k-cell (cell of dimension k, k ≥ 1) has a boundary set Bd(c) of (k − 1)-
cells and a coboundary set Cb(c) of (k + 1)-cells. Usually, as is our case here,
the coboundary set of the cells is completely determined by their boundary set
(or viceversa). The cells of I live in its auto-dual cubical grid and they can be
voxels, pair of voxels, 4-uples of voxels and 8-uples of voxels.
The goal of a topological graph-based data structure of a binary nD digital
image is to save cells (given at inter-n-xel level) and incidence relationships
between them, in such a way that, for correctly and eﬃciently retrieving global
topological information of I (for example, connected components, region’s Euler
number,...), only graph transformations over the structure are needed. HSF data
structures completely meet this objective. Roughly speaking, a HSF structure on
a (6, 26)-image is a graded set of graphs of cell-nodes, that appropriately extend
to higher dimension the classical algorithm of labeling connected components of
a digital image via a spanning forest covering all the voxels [20].
Given an binary image I with set of black 6-CCs {R1, . . . , Rm} and set
of white 26-CCs {S1, . . . , Sn}, the output of the HSF construction algorithm
provides us for each black or white CC R, a set of graphs that, in a particular
maximal and non-redundant way, cover all the cells of R at inter-voxel level. Each
graph of this kind has as nodes k-cells and (k+1)-cells (k ≥ 0) and it is denoted
as (k, k +1)-graph. A (k, k +1)-graph G is essential (resp. inessential) if χ(G) =
{k-cell nodes of G} \ {(k + 1)-cell nodes of G} (where  means cardinality of
a set) is diﬀerent from zero (resp. zero). Anyway, for each CC R of I, there is
exactly one essential (0, 1)-tree and the Euler number χ(R) of R as cell complex
(that is, χ(R) = {0-cells in R} − {1-cells in R} + {0-cells in R}) agrees with
the alternate sum
1 −
∑
G∈(1,2)-graph of R
χ(G) +
∑
G∈(2,3)-graph of R
χ(G).
Let us note that
∑
G∈(0,1)-graph of R χ(G) = 1. Moreover, χ(R) can also be
expressed in global topological terms as χ(R) = {CC of R}− {tunnels of R}+
{cavities of R} = 2 − {tunnels of R}.
For representing the homological characteristics of the CCs of I in terms
of simple cells, we need to place vectors (c, c′) (c being a k-cell and c′ being a
neighbor (k + 1)-cell) on the HSF-graphs in a maximal way and satisfying that
any cell is in one vector at most (see [10]). Hence, only in the essential HSF
(k, k + 1)-graphs, there are k-cells, called critical cells, that remain unpaired.
Let us limit to say here that the combinatorial homology classes of any region
R are intimately associated to the critical cells of its essential HSF-graphs and,
in particular, the number of tunnels of R agrees with the number of its critical
1-cells.
This particular region-growing strategy at inter-voxel level is sequentially
guided by two criteria: (a) [merging through boundary] A k-cell c (cell of dimen-
sion k (k ≥ 1) and all the (k − 1)-cells of Bd(c) are included as nodes in an
essential HSF-graph G of dimension (k − 1, k) (composed of (k − 1)-cells and
k-cells) if there is an odd number of cells of Bd(c) belonging to G and (b) [region
color similarity] We give to each cell a unique color and a color-dependant dimen-
sion. Then, region color similarity at inter-voxel level is prioritized. In the parallel
version of the HSF construction algorithm of [21], the idea is diﬀerent from the
previous one and it is based in the cellular technique of crack transport [9].
3 Hom-Tree Seen as a Homological Segmentation
The underlying idea behind the RAG Tree of the binary 3D digital (6, 26)-image
I is that I can be naturally segmented as a set of black 6-CCs {R1, . . . , Rm} and
a set of white 26-CCs {S1, . . . , Sn}, and any such region can have one or two 6-
neighbor regions speciﬁed by the inclusion condition. In fact, given a 6-neighbor
region of voxels Ri (for instance, a black 6-CC) and a Sj (a white 26-CC):
– Ri is surrounded by Sj or Sj is surrounded by Ri.
– its intersection Ri ∩ Sj is always a connected frontier cubical complex at
inter-voxel level.
– As cubical complexes, if Ri is surrounded by Sj and Sj has a non-null number
of tunnels, at least there is one tunnel of Sj that is shared with Ri.
Given a 3-tuple of regions, it is evident that its common intersection is always
∅. Taking into account that the topological Euler number of a segmented solid
satisfy the inclusion-exclusion principle, we have in the contractile case of I:
1 =
∑
i
χ(Ri) +
∑
i
χ(Si) −
∑
i,j
χ(Ri ∩ Sj).
This last equality can be decomposed in terms of CCs, tunnels and cavities
of the regions of {Ri} and {Sj} is as follows:
– In terms of CCs, we have:
∑
i,j
{CCs of Ri ∩ Sj} = (m + n) − 1
– In terms of tunnels, we have:
∑
i
{tunnels of Ri} +
∑
i
{tunnels of Si} =
∑
i,j
{tunnels of Ri ∩ Sj}
– In terms of cavities, we have:
∑
i
{cavities of Ri} +
∑
i
{cavities of Si} =
∑
i,j
{cavities of Ri ∩ Sj}
In consequence,
∑
i
{tunnels of Ri} =
∑
i
{tunnels of Si}) = 12 ·
∑
i,j
{tunnels of Ri ∩ Sj}.
Then, taking advantage of the duality properties of the homological charac-
teristics of the black 6-CCs and white 26-CCs, we can deduce a new isotopic
invariant of I, by adding weights to the edges of the rooted classical RAG tree
of I. This tree is called Homological Region Tree (or Hom-Tree, for short) and
the weight of the edge (R,S) is given by the number of tunnels the CCs R and
S share.
In order that an algorithm for computing a HSF structure of I could be
correctly adapted to the computation of the Hom-Tree (see Fig. 1), we ﬁrst need
to work on the auto-dual cubical grid, specifying the contribution of each black
and white set C of eight mutually 6-adjacent voxels to the global computation
of an HSF for I and for its corresponding CCs. For instance, if we have a set C
of this type with only one white voxel: (a) its contribution in terms of cells to a
black 26-CC is of 1 0-cells, 6 1-cells, 11 2-cells and 7 3-cells; (b) its contribution
in terms of cells to a white 6-CC is reduced to one 0-cell. In this way, each inter-
voxel element of the auto-dual cubical grid is endowed with a unique color and
with a color-dependent dimension, before constructing an HSF for I.
Fig. 1. Scheme of the Hom-Tree computation via HSF
Let us note that the cells of an inter-voxel frontier cubical complex between
two regions Ri and Sj still belong to the auto-dual cubical grid. Let us note that
it can be identiﬁed with a connected boundary surface (cubical complex) that is
the intersection of the set of physical voxels of Ri with than that of Sj .
Finally, for obtaining the Hom-Tree from the set of critical 0, 1 and 2-cells
of the diﬀerent black 6-CCs and white 26-CCs of I, we need to apply boundary
and coboundary operations to the critical cells in order to: (a) to pair by duality
black critical 0-cells (CCs) with white critical 2-cells (cavities) and vice-versa;
and (b) to pair by duality critical 1-cells (tunnels) of a black 6-CC with critical
1-cells of a white neighbor 26-CC. After Step (a), the edges of the RAG Tree of
I are determined. After Step (b), the weights of the edges are deﬁned (Fig. 2).
Fig. 2. Time orders for the diﬀerent steps of HSF computation in [21], having m1×m2×
m3 computation processors. s01 and s12 are the number of sequential cancellations of
remaining 0/1 and 1/2 cells respectively (after the parallel cancellation of these pairs).
4 Experimentation
Part of the experimentation of the new proposed method has been done using an
automatic homotopy deformation (thinning-thickening) tool based on the notion
of 3D simple point that has been developed for this purpose. For algorithmic
details, see [2].
The idea is to corroborate with our HSF computation software that homo-
topically (in fact, isotopically) equivalent shape nestings return the same Hom-
Tree.
Then, we use the thinning-thickening algorithm to randomly deform three
synthetic image examples, and then use these modiﬁed shapes to validate the
property of isotopy-invariance of the Hom-Tree. Up to 500 26-simple points have
been randomly added/removed 100 times for each of these cases: Three concen-
tric spheres, one torus with two spheres inside, and one sphere with two spheres
inside (see Fig. 3).
In the rest of the section we present brieﬂy the HSF tool that allows us
to compute the Hom-tree of several binary 3D images. Previous version of our
HSF software was presented in [9] for binary 2D images, and in [8] for color
2D images. Additionally, in [22] the scaﬀolding of tridimensional HSF and a
unpretentious software was published. That preliminary version could not do
support transports of cracks. We are now developing a complete HSF software
with emphasis in its parallel computation of all of its stages.
Fig. 3. Examples of deformed objects: Three concentric spheres, one torus with two
spheres inside, and one sphere with two spheres inside.
In a nutshell, and as it is shown in Fig. 4, HSF software is based on an
abstract cubical complex (ACC) of a 3D digital image. In this Figure, 0-cells,
1-cells, 2-cells and 3-cells are represented by circles, triangles, squares and stars
respectively. At the left bottom of the ﬁgure there is a representation of a voxel as
a light blue hexahedron, which is the minimal processing element (PE) of a real
3D digital image. Then, the way to produce an HSF is building the connections
of all the cells in the ACC. More exactly, and in order to promote an eﬃcient
parallel computation, we built three trees: the (0, 1), (1, 2) and (2, 3) trees. More
details about crack transports and time orders of parallel HSF computation can
be consulted in [21].
In the present paper, some restrictions still remain on our HSF software, like
considering only 6-adjacency for FG voxels. Whereas this restriction impedes us
to present abundant testing with real images in order to capture their homotopy-
based features, it is suﬃcient for distinguishing complex patterns from synthetic
images.
According to the generation of a HSF structure, each critical 0-cell of a color
has a link (vector of cells) that connects with the opposite color. Thus, the
nesting of components (and then the classical Region-Adjacency Tree) can be
easily found. Moreover, those critical cells of higher dimensions can be associated
with the component of their border cells. In the case of 3D, tunnels add a valuable
information when relating each tunnel with a pair of a FG and a BG components.
In addition, cavities (represented by critical 2-cells) have a dual relation with
critical 0-cells. From now on, these relations are expressed in the Hom-trees of
the processed images, using dashed arcs to enclose related cells. Once the 1 and
2 related cells have been identiﬁed, Hom-tree can be simply reduced to the edges
that connects the 0-cells (black and white little circles in e.g. Fig. 6) plus a weight
indicating the number of tunnels that hang from a component.
A simple but clarifying object is ﬁrst presented: a foreground ring normal
to Z axis (see Fig. 5). In this ﬁgure, all the HSF trees for this ring are depicted
using diﬀerent colors. Meanwhile, thickest lines represent critical cells. For the
FG ring, they are one 0-cell (representative of the FG component) and one 1-
cell (representative of the FG tunnel). Correspondingly, the BG ambiance that
surrounds the ring contains one 0-cell (represented by the most upper right 0-
cell), one 1-cell (because the FG ring is seen like a tunnel for the BG) and a
2-cell, representative of the cavity (which is indeed the FG ring). Finally, the
Hom-tree of the image in Fig. 5 can be summarized in Fig. 6, Left. Note that
each connected component of every color is associated with its corresponding
critical cells.
Fig. 4. A visual representation of the scenario where the digital image will be “embed-
ded”. 0-cells, 1-cells, 2-cells and 3-cells are represented by circles, triangles, squares and
stars respectively. At the left bottom of the ﬁgure there is a representation of a voxel
as a light blue hexahedron, which is the minimal processing element (PE) of a real 3D
digital image. (Color ﬁgure online)
More complicated images can be topologically classiﬁed with the Hom-tree
representation. In Fig. 6, right, we depict the Hom-tree of a binary image con-
taining a FG sphere surrounding a FG torus. From top to bottom for the 0-cells,
we distinguish the following: (1) Firstly the 0-cell of the BG canvas that has
no dual correspondence; (2) Secondly, the FG sphere representative (which is
related to the cavity of previous 0-cell); (3) A new BG 0-cell related to the cav-
ity of the FG sphere; (4) the 0-cell of the torus that is linked with the previous
BG component. Between these two previous 0-cells there is interface (a red edge
in this Fig. 6) weighted with 1, because the outer tunnel of the torus can be
delineated using a line that resides in the sphere cavity. And ﬁnally, (5) the last
BG component is the cavity of the torus, with hold the delineation of the inner
tunnel of the torus (thus the last red edge is also weighted with 1. The fact that
each critical cell has its corresponding dual (except the BG component of the
canvas) means that the Euler number of the whole 3D image is simply 1.
Finally, Hom-Tree is able to distinguishing non-isotopic patterns. An inter-
esting example occurs for spheres with handles. In Fig. 7 a HSF of a FG sphere
with two external handles is completely drawn to distinguish that the borders
Fig. 5. A foreground ring normal to Z axis is depicted along with the computation of
a HSF structure. (0, 1)-HSF-trees are displayed in red, (1, 2)-HSF-trees in yellow and
(2, 3)-HSF-trees in blue. The thickest line of every tree represents the critical cell of its
corresponding tree. (Color ﬁgure online)
Fig. 6. Left: Hom-tree for the previous foreground ring of Fig. 5. Same color conven-
tion is followed. Solid symbols are for foreground cells and hollow symbols for the
background ones. An example of the duality of the HSF is showed pairing every crit-
ical cell of the FG with its corresponding BG counterpart (excepting the BG critical
cell of the canvas, which is the root of the tree). These associations are shown with
dashed arcs. In this case, the BG canvas has only one cavity that is associated to the
FG component, and the FG tunnel is directly associated with the BG tunnel. Right:
Hom-tree for an image containing a FG sphere that in turn surrounds a FG torus.
Note that each critical cell has its corresponding dual (except the BG component of
the canvas). (Color ﬁgure online)
of its two critical 1-cells (marked with thickest yellow lines at Z = 2, Y = 2,
X = 2.5 and X = 6.5) fall into the FG component. Moreover, there are two addi-
tional tunnels for the BG external component (ahead of the two previous ones
Fig. 7. HSF of a sphere with two external handles. The colors code is the same as
the employed for the previous ﬁgures. All trees are being displayed along with their
corresponding critical cells. In the upper right part of the ﬁgure, a red link represents
the BG CC of the image. (Color ﬁgure online)
Fig. 8. Left: Hom-tree for the previous foreground sphere with two external handles.
Same color convention is followed. Solid symbols are for foreground cells and hollow
symbols for the background ones. The root node corresponds to the BG critical 0-cell
of the canvas in which the image in embedded. Every critical cell will have a dual
nature, i.e. for every FG critical cell can be associated a BG critical cell (these parings
are shown with dashed arcs), excepting the critical cell corresponding to the canvas.
Right: Hom-Tree for a foreground sphere with two inner handles. Although the FG
component has the same Hom-Tree, the most inner BG component contains now the
two tunnels that was associated to the BG canvas on the left Hom-Tree. (Color ﬁgure
online)
at Y = 1.5). As a result, its condensed Hom-tree (see Fig. 8, left) is composed
by three connected components whose edges from top to bottom have weights 2
and 0. On the other hand, for the sphere with two internal handles, (see Fig. 8,
right), its RAG coincides with the previous one, but the tunnels are delineated
here within the sphere cavity. That means that the weights for the Hom-tree
edges are now (from top to bottom) 0 and 2.
Nevertheless, it is worth to mention that some dissimilar nesting of digital
objects cannot be distinguished using the Hom-tree representation: this is the
case of a torus versus a sphere with an inner tunnel and an external one. Both
of them result with the same Hom-tree representation and edge weights.
5 Conclusions
We present Hom-tree as an compressed representation of a 3D binary digital
image I. It is an edge-weighted RAG Tree of black 6-CCs and white 26-CCs,
with weights measured in terms of “common” tunnels of neighbors CCs. An
algorithm for computing a Hom-Tree via a HSF model of I is presented and
its isotopic invariance is validated with several synthetic images. This concept
surpasses the classical RAG Tree with regard to topological classiﬁcation tasks.
Moreover, this representation allows to deﬁne graph-based operations for mod-
ifying it [25] (e.g. splitting and merging of regions,...) in order to develop a
Solid Constructive Topology theory. Also, potential applications of the Hom-Tree
structure (possibly, with weights representing geometrical and analytic proper-
ties, like area, volume, delineations lengths,...) can be explored for retrieval,
classiﬁcation, recognition and registrations tasks on biomedical digital images.
In a near future, we plan:
(a) To implement a fully parallel algorithm for computing the Hom-Tree from
an HSF model.
(b) To extend this notion to grey-level and color images (extending the classical
Region-Adjacency-Graph notion) and to higher dimension (3D+t, 4D, nD)
and to mimic the Hom-Tree parallel computation via HSF model to these
more complex contexts.
In the longer term, we will try to enrich the Hom-Tree structure with more
complex topological (mainly, homological) characteristics of the CCs of I, in
order to distinguish, for example, a torus from a sphere with an internal and an
external handle.
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